### Core Competencies

- Executive level strategic planning, analysis, studies, reports
- Identity ecosystem architecture, design, technical assessment, and requirements documentation
- Biometric operational capability designs including templates, diagrams, processes and plans for both devices and processes
- Watchlist creation, assessment, recommendations and documentation
- Senior biometric engineering including R&D, test & evaluation, coding and architecting
- Certified identity intelligence expertise, training and program management
- Design and drafting of Interface Control Agreements and other technical documentation
- Stakeholder engagement including collection, analysis, delivery, strategic vision and support
- Executive reviews, meeting leads, presentations, responses to Congressional queries and public speaking engagement preparation and delivery

### About Us

Identity Strategy Partners (IdSP) is an economically disadvantaged woman owned small business. The IdSP niche is in unbiased identity, biometrics federal government consulting. We were founded in February 2017 by the 9/11 Commission’s former immigration counsel Janice Kephart and Accenture’s former Global Identity Managing Director Mark Crego, both with decades of unparalleled biometric and identity experience.

IdSP is growing its federal presence quickly by bringing to bear over 50 years of collective biometric and identity technical and policy experience to complex projects, thriving on the idea of delivering win-win results for our clients, and all their stakeholders.

IdSP’s subject matter expertise is in the unique nexus between identity solutions, government and private sector challenges, supporting our clients with both technical and policy identity expertise. IdSP specializes in servicing clients true needs (we listen!) in an agile, streamlined, efficient management process for strategic on-target and valuable results.

We differentiate by insisting upon high quality assets with a cultural belief that “we should do more with less,” producing higher quality results with the same personnel our clients expected upon hiring IdSP.

### Past and Current Delivery Highlights

The IdSP team is currently on its 2nd tasking to lead the assessment and architecture for the next generation DoD biometric enterprise, including USG stakeholder engagement.

#### IdSP Performance

- **US Department of Defense Project Management Biometrics** – next generation automated biometric identity information enterprise as-is assessment / documentation requirements, biometrically-enabled watchlist evaluation and architecture, cross domain design, stakeholder engagement across 23 partners, to-be architecture for identity services and data (on 2nd task, Aug. 2018 - current)
- **US State Department** – enterprise architecture design for foreign government multi-system identity system integration (June 2018- current on 1st task, on IDIQ for 2nd task)
- **Iraqi National Intelligence Service and Counterterrorism Directorate** - architecture and requirements for integrated platform across financial, intelligence and law enforcement programs (Feb. 2017 to March 2018, multiple tasks completed)

#### Past Performance (prior to IdSP)

- **US Department of Defense**
  - National Ground Intelligence Center – program management of biometric enabled watchlist creation, identity resolution and intelligence, training and program management, including training of NATO allies (2007 to 2017)
  - Biometrics Identity Management Agency – biometric expertise for R&D efforts (2010 to 2012)
- **US Department of Homeland Security**
  - US-VISIT – architected first biometric enterprise and watchlist border system in the world (2005 to 2009)
  - Assistant Secretary Policy – strategic advisor on 9/11 implementation policies, including REAL ID (2007 to 2008)
- **US Senate Judiciary Committee** – counsel (1998-2000) and special counsel for immigration reform (2013) with subject matter expertise in terrorism, identity, borders
- **India Aadhaar** (National Biometric Information Collection and Matching System with 1.2 billion enrolled identities) (2009 to 2010), Unique Identity Services in support of the European Union (70 million identities) (2012)